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The "exact" analysis of truss frames has been based largely on 
"work" methods. The application of these work methods is quite awkward 
for many cases, especially for truss frames of several spans. An 
"approximate" analysis is readily obtained by application of the slope 
deflection or moment distribution method utilizing certain assumptions. 
The usual assumption consists of assuming an average column length. 
Also, for straight trusses, it is common to assume that the horizontal 
translations at the tops of the assumed average columns are equal. While, 
in many cases, these simplifications yield sufficiently accurate results, 
they cannot be relied upon in every case. This is especially true if the 
trusses are of variable depth or if the cross-sectional areas of the truss 
members differ sufficiently. 
It is obviously desirable therefore, to modify the "approximate"_ 
slope deflection procedure to obtain an "exact" approach using the method 
of slope deflection or moment distribution. The derivation of the "exact" 
slope deflection procedure is shown in this thesis. The application is 
illustrated by a numerical example, and the results are compared with 
the "approximate" solution. 
General slope deflection equations for a truss of general shape 
are presented in this thesis. Similar equations were derived earlier by 
1 
2 
Smith(2 ). The real contribution of this thesis is the modification of the 
slope deflection equations for prismatic columns to establish compatibility 
of deformations at the truss-column connection. These modified equations 
combined with the deformation equations for the truss yield an "exact" 
analysis using the regular slope deflection or moment distribution method. 
1- 2. Assumptions 
The usual assumptions of truss analysis are assumed valid in 
this thesis. These assumptions are: 
(1) Connections are frictionless cylindrical hinges 
(2) Truss members can resist only axial forces 
(3) Truss and loads form a coplanar system 
(4) Loads are applied at joints as concentrated forces 
(5) Deformations are small and elastic. 
1- 3. Sign convention 
The sign convention of the slope deflection method is adopted for 
end reactive elements and deformations. The positive reactive moments 
and angular rotations are clockwise. The positive reactive linear forces 
and displacements are to the right and upward. Axial forces are con-




Slope deflection equations for continuous truss frames of any 
general shape are desired. These equations are derived using the 
method of least work. 
A typical continuous truss frame of general shape loaded by a 
general system of forces is considered (Fig. 2-1 ). 
· Fig. 2-.1 
· Continuou13;_Tru$S F:rame 
Under the action of this general system of forces, the structure 
is subjected to three independent deformations at each joint; thus, at a 
typical jointG)· , these deformations are eJ .• A. and A .. 
JX JY 
3 
A typical truss element ij of the structure is shown with the 
end reactions denoted as M ..• V ..• H .. at end'i'and M ..• V ..• H .. at 
1J 1J 1J · v Jl Ji Jl 
end (D (Fig. 2-2). The defining dimensions of the truss element are 
indicated. The end deformations are shown and denoted e .• A .• A. , 1 lX 1y 
and e., A .• A. at ends'i'and(D· respectively. Linear deformations 
J JX JY V 
4 
are referred to the bottom chord of the truss element, and angular de-
1 
formations are defined as the rotation of the lines connecting the bottom 
and top joints, (D and® , G)and ® respectively. 
Fig. 2-2 
Typical Truss Element 
Because of the simplifications associated with the application of 
redundants at the "elastic center", the elastic center approach is used 
in deriving deformation equations for the ehd moments and thrusts. 
These redundants are evaluated at the elastic center and then transferred 
to the ends, thus formulating the desired slope deflection equations.' 
The end shears can be determined from the end moments and thrusts by 
statics, thus eliminating the necessity for having deformation equations 
5 
for end shears. 
2-2. Derivation 
A typical truss element loaded by a general system of forces is 
split between two panels and an infinitely rigid arm is extended to the 
elastic center (Fig. 2-3). This structure is referred to as the '!,basic 
structure". 









- b a 
Fig. 2-3 
Basic Structure 
The redundants at the elastic center are denoted Xi-, x2• x 3 
and the location of the elastic center is specified by dimentions a, b, 
c and d. 
The end reactions are: 
End Moments: 
M .. = BMij + :x - X2a lJ 1 (2-1) 
M .. = BM .. - x1 - X b Jl Jl 2 
6 
End Thrusts: 
H .. = BH .. - X lJ lJ 3 
(2-2) 




v .. = BV .. + x2 lJ lJ 
v .. = BV .. - x2 Jl Jl 
BM.. = End moment at'i'on the basic structure ij lJ \::.J 
due to loads. 
BM.. = End moment atG)· on the basic structure ij 
Jl 
due to loads. 
BH .. = End thrust at'!' on the basic structure if lJ \..:J 
due to loads. 
BH .. = End thrust at'j'on the basic structure ij Jl \..:!.) 
due to loads . 
BV.. = End shear at'i' on the basic structure ij lJ \.::.J 
due to loads . 
BV.. = End shear at'j' on the basic structure ij Jl \..:!.) 
due to loads. 
The normal force in any member n is 
(2-3) 
BN = Normal force in member n of the basic structure n 
ij due to loads . 
= Normal force in member n of the basic structure 
ij due to X 1 = 1 . 
{3n = Normal force in member n of the basic structure 
ij due to x2 = 1 . 
where 
= Normal force in member n of the basic structure 
ij due to x 3 = 1. 
The total elastic energy stored in the structure is 
I 
N 2 x 
us 
n n = 2 
n 
d 
X n Axial extensibility of member n. = A E = n n 
d = Length of member n . n 
A :: Area of member n. n 
E = Modulus of Elasticity. 
I = Summation over the entire structure ij . 
n 
The end reactions (Dand(Dare subjected to the deformations 
e., A. , A. and e., A. , A .. , respectively. The total work done by 
1 lX ly J JX lJ 
the reactions as a result of these deformation is 
7 
u = M .. e. + H .. A. + v .. A. + M .. e. + H .. A. + V .. A .. 
r lJ 1 lJ 1x lJ 1y Jl J Jl JX Jl JY 
The total energy stored in the system is 
u = u - u s r ' 
and from the theorem of least work 






au au au au au au s = r s = r s r = ax 1 ax 1 ax2 ax2 ax 3 ax 3 
8 
Performing the indicated operations, and writing the result in matrix 
form 
all a12 a13 alO x1 +1 -1 
a21 a22 a23 a20 x2 -a -b -
a31 a32 a33 a30 x3 -c +d 
1 
where the terms in the coefficient matrix 




-- A. lX 
-1 
+1 
Transposing the submatrix of load functions 
to the right, the final matrix equation becomes 
all ~ ~ x1 +1 -1 alO 
,Ii a22 a23 x2 - -a -b -1 a20 

















and since by the definition of the elastic center and Maxwell's recipro-
cal principle 
= 0 
these terms are eliminated. 
Also for the special case when the structure is symmetrical$ 
Premultiplying Equation (2-5) by the inverse of the coefficient 
matrix, the redundant matrix is 
or 
where 
- l +1 -1 
-a -b -1 
































- a33 + -
a23 
= - a -- C --n n 
b22 b 
a33 - a23 
















= - c- a --n n 
a - a32 











= -- a I1 a20 n 30 
and 
n = a22 a33 - a23 a32 
11 
Transferring the redundants at the elastic center to the ends 
©andG)by Equations (2-1) and (2-2) 
M .. 1 -a -c BM .. x1 lJ lJ . 
M .. -1 -b +d BM .. X2 Jl Jl 
(2-7) 
H .. -1 BH .. X3, lJ lJ 
H .. +1 BH .. +1 
Jl Jl 
thus, 
M .. 1 -a -c BM .. bu b12 b13 b14 b15 e. lJ lJ L 
M .. -1 -b +d BM .. b21 b22 b23 b24 b25 e .. Jl Jl J -
H .. -1 BH .. b31 b32 b33 b34 b35 Ajix lJ lJ 
H .. +1 BH .. +1 Ajiy Jl Jl 
+1 
(2-7a) 
Writing the final slope deflection matrix using the general slope 
· deflection notation 
M .. ··K .. ·. C .. K .. 
. . ( ~ s .. (y), . FM·.·.(L) e. s .. x .. lJ .. lJ . Jl Jl •. lJ lJ lJ 1 
.. !i. 
(x). (y) (L) M .. C .. K .. K .. s .. s .. FM .. e. Jl lJ lJ Jl Jl Jl Jl J (2-8) - (i) (y) (L) H .. E .. B .. E .. T .. T .. FH .. A .. lJ lJ Jl Jl lJ lJ lJ lJX 
H .. B .. E .. E .. T .. (x) T .. (y) FH .. (L) A .. Jl lJ lJ Jl Jl Jl Jl lJY 
+1 
is obtained, where the submatrix of deformation coefficients 
12 
K ... C .. K .. s .. (x) s .. (y) 
lJ Jl Jl lJ lJ 
C .. K .. K ... S .. (x) s)Y) 
lJ lJ Jl Jl Jl 
E .. B .. E .. T .. (x) T .. (y) lJ Jl Jl lJ lJ 
B .. E .. E .. T .. (x) T .. (y) 
lJ lJ Jl Jl Jl 
is denoted as the stiffness matrix, and the elements are defined and 
illustrated in Section (2-4). 
2-3. Elastic Center 
The elastic center is defined as the point at which 
:: 0 
These two relations completely specify the two coordinates necessary 
to locate the elastic center. 
If the elastic center axes are rotated so that they coincide with 
the principal axes of the structure, a 23 = a 32 can be eliminated. It 
is felt that this effort is not too practical for the general case and is 
not shown here. 
From Fig. 2-3, it is seen that the unit horizontal force x 3 = 1 
can be transferred to the bottom chord of the truss by replacing it by a 
unit horizontal force and a moment I at the bottom chord (Fig. 2-4). 
A new influence value 'Y I is introduced such that 
where 
'Y = 'Y 1 + Ia n n n 
'Y 1 = Normal force in member n due to a unit horizontal n 
applied at the bottom chord. 
13 
Since a 13 = L an 'Y n An = 0, the vertical distance from 
n 





a 'Y 'X n n n 
a 2 X n n 
Fig. 2-4 
Transfer of Horizontal Force 
(2-9) 
Also, the unit vertical force at the elastic center is transferred 
to the split in the structure by replacing it by a unit vertical force and 
a moment eat the origin of the rigid arm (Fig. 2-5). Another influence 
value {3' is introduced such that 
f3 = {3' + ea n n n 
where 
Since 
{3' = Normal force in member n due to a unit vertical 
force applied at the split in the structure. 
the horizontal distance from the split in the structure to the elastic 
center is 
I a {3 ' A n n n 
-
14 
n e = (2-10) 
I an2 A n 
n 
Fig. 2-5 
Transfer of Vertical Force 
Knowing the values of e and T, the dimensions a, b, c, d can 
be determined immediately. 
15 
2-4. Physical Interpretations and Definitions 
The necessary constants for evaluating the stiffness matrix for 
a truss element of general shape are defined and illustrated in part A 
of this section. Also, the elements of the stiffness matrix are defined 
and illustrated in part B of this section. It is believed that an under-
standing of the physical significance of these constants will greatly 
enhance their evaluation and application. 
A. Elastic Constants and Load Functions 
Fig. 2-6 
Deformations Due to x 1 = 1 
( 1) The angular flexibility (a 11 ) : is the relative angle change 
of the basic structure at the elastic center due to a unit moment applied 
at the elastic center (Fig. 2-6) 
~ a 2 A . £.. n n (2- 11) 
n 
(2) The carry-over value (a21 ) : is the relative vertical dis-
placement of the basic structure at the elastic center due to a unit 
moment applied at the elastic center (Fig. 2- 6) 
(3 a A . 
n n n (2-12) 
n 
16 
By the definition of the elastic center 
a21 = O • 
(3) The carry-over value (a 31 ) : is the relative horizontal 
displacement of the basic structure at the elastic center due to a unit 
moment applied at the elastic center (Fig. 2-6) 
~ 'Y a A . 
;(... n n n 
(2-13) 
n 
Also, by the definition of the elastic center 
Fig. 2-7 
Deformations Due to x2 = 1 
(4) The vertical linear flexibility (a22 ) : is the relative ver-
tical displacement of the basic structure at the elastic center due to 
a unit vertical shearing force applied at the elastic center (Fig. ~-7) 




(5) The carry-over value {a 12 ) : is the relative angle change 
of the basic structure at the elastic center due to a unit vertical shear-
ing force applied at the elastic center (Fig. 2-7) 
17 
(2-15) 
By the definition of the elastic center and Maxwell's reciprocal 
theorem 
(6) The carry-over value (a 32 ) : is the relative horizontal 
displacement of the basic structure at the elastic center due to a unit 




Deformations Due to x3 = 1 
(7) The horizontal linear flexibility (a33 ) : is the relative 
horizontal displacement of the basic structure at the elastic center due 
to a unit horizontal thrust applied at the elastic center (Fig. 2-8) 
(2-17) 
18 
(8) The carry-over value (a 13) : is the relative angle change 
of the basic structure at the elastic center due to a unit horizontal 
thrust applied at the elastic center (Fig. 2-8) 
a 13 = L an 'Y n An · 
n 
(2-18) 
By the definition of the elastic center and Maxwell's reciprocal theorem 
(9) The carry-over value (a23 ) : is the relative vertical 
displacement of the basic structure at the elastic center due to a unit 
horizontal thrust applied at the elastic center 
(2-19) 
By Maxwell's reciprocal theorem 
and if the structure is symmetrical 
Fig. 2-9 
Deformations Due to Loads 
19 
(10) The angular load function (a 10): is the relative angle 
change of the basic structure at the elastic center due to loads (Fig. 2- 9) 
(2-20) 
(11) The vertical linear load function (a 20 ) : is the relative 
vertical displacement of the basic structure at the elastic center due 
to loads (Fig. 2- 9) 
a 2 O = """ BN /3 X L n n n 
n 
(2-21) 
(12) The horizontal linear load function (a 30 ) : is the relative 
horizontal displacement of the basic structure at the elastic center due 
to loads (Fig. 2-9) 
BN 'Y X . n n n 
B. Stiffness Constants and Fixed End Reactions 
i 
Fig. 2-10 
Angular Stiffness Constants 
lJ lJ J C .. K .. 
~ ..... 
j 




(1) The angular stiffness factor (Kij) : is the moment required 
to produce a unit rotation at the pinned end(D, end(I)being fixed 
(Fig. 2-10) 
K .. = + 
lJ 





+ a --n 
2 a33 
+ b - n 
Since for a symmetrical truss 
- - L a = b = 2 
























d2 a22 --n 
(2-23a) 
(2) The angular-angular carry-over stiffness factor (C .. K .. ) : lJ-lJ 
is the moment produced at the fixed end(I)due to a unit rotation at the 
pinned end(D (Fig. 2-10) 
1 a a -- a32 - a22 C .. K .. -- 33 -- 23 = + ab -- be -- + ad -- cd --lJ lJ all n n n n 
(2-24) 
1 a33 a a32 - a22 C .. K .. + aE + -- 23 Ee = - -- ad -- - -- cd --Jl Jl all n n n n 
For a symmetrical truss 
1 -2 -2 C .. K .. C .. K .. + a C (2-24a) = = -- - --lJ lJ Jl Jl all a22 a33 
21 
(3) The angular-horizontal linear carry-over stiffness factor 
(E .. ) : is the horizontal thrust required at end ff' to maintain zero rela--lJ \..::.,) 
.tive horizontal displacement of ends(DandG)due to a unit rotation at 
end(D, end(Dbeing fixed against rotation (Fig. 2-10) 
E .. -
a22 
= + C --lJ n 
E .. + d 
a22 
= --Jl n 
For a symmetrical truss 
E .. 
lJ = E .. = + Jl 




It is evident from Fig. 2-10 that the thrust carry-over factor. 





Horizontal Linear Stiffness Constants 
(2-25) 
(2-25a) 
(4) The horizontal linear stiffness factor (T~~)): is the horizontal 
lJ 
thrust at Q)required to produce a unit relative horizontal displacement 
of the ends G)andG),both ends being fixed against rotation (Fig. 2-11) 
T~~) = - T~~) = 
lJ I , Jl 
For a symmetrical truss 




(5) The horizontal linear-angular carry-over stiffness factor 
i~?'\ is the moment required to maintain zero rotation at end(?\. i due lJ- . \.:.,I 
to a unit relative horizontal displacement of the ends G)and CI), end G) 
being fixed against rotation (Fig. 2-11) 
s~~) = -- C lJ 
a22 - a23 
--+a--n n 
( ) a22 a23 s.~ = + a + '5 Jl · n n 





From Maxwell's reciprocal theorem 
s~~) = - E .. lJ lJ 
s~~) = + E .. Jl Jl 
Fig. 2-12 
Vertical Linear Stiffness Constants 
. (2-27) 
(2-27a) 
(6) The vertical linear-horizontal linea1; carry-over stiffness 
factor (T~?')): is the horizontal thrust at endf'7\required to maintain lJ- \..:.) 
zero relative horizontal displacement of ends G)andG)due to a unit 
23 
relative vertical displacement of ends ©and (D (Fig. 2-12) 
T~:Y) = - T~:Y) = 
lJ Jl - n . (2-28). 
For a symmetrical truss 
T~:y) = - T~:y) = 0 
lJ Jl 
(2-28a) 
(7) The vertical linear-angular carry-over stiffness factor (S~:Y)) : ~~~~~~~--""'--~~--'-"--~~~~~~~~----'-~lJ-
is the moment at endG)required to maintain zero rotation at endG) 
due to a unit relative vertical displacement of ends@and G). end(D 
being fixed against rotation (Fig. 2-12) 
( ) - a33 - a32 
S.:Y = + a - - C -
~ n n 
() - a33 a32 s.! = + b - + a -Jl n n 
For a symmetrical truss 
s~:Y) = 
lJ 
s~:Y) = + a 
Jl a22 
Fig~ 2-13 
Fixed End Reactions 







(8) The fixed end moment due to loads (FM~~)) : is the moment - lJ-
at(Drequired to maintain zero rotation at end(Ddue to loads, both ends 




(-c- + a-)a30 + BM .. n n · lJ 
(2- 30) 
a a a a a 
FM~~) = + _!Q + (+b~ + d_E_)a - (+d~ + b_E_)a30 + BM .. Jl all n n 20 n n Jl 
For a symmetrical truss 
FM~~) = 
lJ 
alO a c 
+ - a20 + - a30 + BM .. 





+ + ~a c + BM 20 - -- a30 ·· all a22 a33 Jl 
(9) The fixed end thrust due to loads (FH~~)) : is the horizontal 
- lJ-
thrust at end(Drequired to maintain zero relative horizontal displace-
ment of ends(DandQ)due to loads, both ends being fixed (Fig. 2-13) 
FH(.L_ ) = - FH(_L_ ) = an22 a30 - a32 a . + BH 
lJ Jl n 2 0 ij · 
(2- 31) 










MODIFIED DEFORMATION EQUATIONS FOR 
PRISMATIC COLUMNS 
3-1. General 
It is necessary to modify the deformation equations for the 
columns in order to have compati.bility at the connection of the truss to 
the column. In the deformation equations for the truss., the deforma-
tions were taken as the linear displacements of the bottom chord and 
the rotation of the line through the top and bottom joints at the end of 
the truss. In order to have compati.bility of deformations at the truss-
column connection, the deformation of the column must be defined in 
terms of the same displacements and rotation. 
Two typical cases exist: A. column fixed at the base, B. column 
pinned at the base. These two cases are considered in the following 
section. 
3-2. Derivation 
A typical intermediate column jo of the structure, with reactive 
forces from the adjoining trusses acting on it is shown (Fig. 3-la). 
Due to these forces, jointlj'will deflect horizontally a distance A. , 
\.:!._} JX 
while the top joint fr\ will displace an additional amount A! (Fig. 3- lb). 
\.d.) JX 
Consequently the column jo has displacements A. and A. + A! at 
JX JX JX 
jointsG)and ®., respectively. The column is continuous through 















(b) State of Deformation 
Fig. 3-1 
Typical Intermediate Column 
27 
deformations A! , </J· in terms of the defining deformations for the truss 
JX J 








A second condition is obtained from the equilibrium of column moments 
at joint(D. 
A. Fixed End Base 
The slope deflection equations for a prismatic column fixed at 
(vare 
2EI. 6EI. 
M :;:: ~</J- - ~ A. oj . J JX 
J d. J 
4EI. 6EI. 
M. = ~</J-
J A. (3-2) 
JO . J ct! JX J J 
3EI. 3EI. 
M .. , = ~ </J· ~ A! JJ . J JX J 
J 
M.,. = 0 
J J 
from the equilibrium of moments at joint(D 
~M. = 0 , M. + M .. , = 0 . L, J JO JJ 
thus, 
4EI. 3EI. 6EI. 3EI. 
(~ + T.) </Jj - ~ Ajx - ~ Ajx = 0 
J J J J 




_§_ A + 3 A! 
d.2 jx ·~ JX 
__i_ + 3 
d. h. 
J J 
Substituting the relation expressed by Eq. (3-1), and denotingµ. 
J 
1 1, ' 2 µ. 
¢ . = ( 4 . ) OJ. + ....... ( .. J ) A · 
J 1 d. 1 + .! jx , 







Substituting Eq. (3-3a) into Eq 's. (3-3), the modified slope deflection 
equations are 
M. OJ 
2EI. l 6EI. 
= er! ( 4 ) ej - ~d. J 
J 1 + 3µj J 
M. JO 
4EI. l --1 . ' 
= d ( -· 4 ) e. 
j 1 + 3 µj J 
M .. , = M. 
JJ JP 
M.,. = 0 
J J 
B. Pinned End Base: 
The slope deflection equations for a pinned-end prismatic 
column are 
M = 0 oj 
3EI. 3EI. 
M. = J '¢ J A. JO er:-.. j ? JX J J 
3Eij ¢. 
3EI. 
M .. , = J A! JJ d. J ~ JX J J 
M.,. = 0 J J 
(3-4) 
(3-5) 
From the equilibri~m of joint (D 
M. + M .. , = 0 
JO JJ 
thus, 
or solving for cp. 
J 
c/J· = J 







Substituting Eq. (3-1) and denoting µj = _l_ d .• 
J 
3EI. 
J A! = O 
~ JX 
J 




Substituting Eq. (3-6a) into Eq 's. (3-5 ). the modified slope deflection 
equations are 
M = 0 oj' 
3EI. 1 
M. = J (1+µ.)c/Jj JO er-
J. J 
M .. , = M. JJ JO 
M.,. = 0 J J 
These modified slope deflection equations for prismatic columns 
combined with the slope deflection equations for the truss elements 
enables the analyst to obtain a direct solution for continuous truss frames 
of general shape by the :method of :slope deflection. 
CHAPTER IV 
MOMENT DISTRIBUTION 
4- 1. General 
The analysis of continuous truss frames by the method of slope 
deflection might lead to the necessity of solving a large number of simul-
taneous equations. The solution of these equations is quite laborious and 
tedious if the number is sufficiently large. Thus, unless a computer is 
available, it is desirable to have a numerical solution which at least will 
reduce the number of simultaneous equations to solve. The method of 
moment distribution is one that can be applied to truss frames in the 
same manner as for frames composed of solid members. 
It is necessary to redefine the linear displacement terms in the 
general slope deflection equations (Eq's. 2- 8 ). These terms are denoted 
as fixed end reactions due to displacement. thus: 
(a) Fixed End Moments: 
(i) Due to A X 
FM~~) = (x) S .. A .. 
lJ lJ JlX 
(4-1) 
FM~!) = (x) S .. A .. 
Jl Jl JlX 
(ii) Due to A y 
FM~f) = s~f) A .. 
lJ lJ JlY 
(4-2) 
FM~!) = s~!) A .. 
Jl Jl JlY 
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(b) Fixed End Thrusts: 
(i) Due to A X 
FH~~) = (x) T .. A .. lJ lJ JlX 
(4-3) 
FH~~) (x) = T .. A .. Jl Jl JlX 
(ii) Due to A y 
FH~:y) = T~:y) A .. lJ 1J JlY 
(4-4) 
FH~!) = Jl T~!) A .. Jl JlY 
Since the moment distribution procedure eliminates the rotations 
(e's), it is necessary to modify the thrusts due to rotation. 
4-2. Modification 
Denoting the end reactions due to rotation as rotational moments 
and thrusts, respectively, and introducing the following notation: 
(a) Rotational Moments: 
RM .. = K .. e. + C .. K .. e. lJ lJ 1 Jl Jl J 
(4-5) 
RM .. = K .. e. + C .. K .. e. Jl Jl J lJ lJ 1 
(b) Rotational Thrusts: 
RH .. = E .. e. + B .. E .. e. lJ lJ 1 Jl Jl J 
(4-6) 
RH .. = E .. e. + B .. E .. e. Jl Jl J lJ lJ 1 • 
the slope deflection equations (Eq's 2-8) become 
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M .. RM .. FM~~) FM~f) FM~~) +1 
lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ 
M .. RM .. FM~~) FM~?) FMr~~) +1 
Jl Jl Jl Jl Jl (4-7) -== 
H .. RH .. FH~~) FH~f) FH~~) +1 lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ 
H .. RH .. FH~~) FH~?) FH~~) +1 Jl Jl Jl Jl Jl 
Since the rotational thrusts (Eq's 4-6) are expressed in terms of 
rotations (B's), it is necessary to eliminate these B's utilizing Eq's (4-5). 
Solving for the rotations from Eq's (4-5) 
RM .. - C .. RM .. 
e. = 1J Jl Jl 
1 K .. ( 1 - C .. C .. ) 
lJ lJ Jl 
(4-8) 
RM .. - C .. RM .. 
e. = Jl Y ~ 
J K .. ( 1 - C .. C .. ) Jl lJ Jl 
denoting 
K!. = K .. ( 1 - C .. C .. ) 
lJ lJ lJ Jl 
K!. = K .. ( 1 -·C .. C:.) 
Jl Jl lJ Jl 
and since 
B .. = B .. = - 1 , 
lJ Jl 
then by substituting Eq's (4-8) into Eq's. (4-6), the rotational thrusts 
become 
RH .. :::: p .. RM .. - p .. RM .. lJ lJ lJ Jl Jl 
(4-9) 





= ~ + K .. 
lJ 






p .. = 
J_l 
C .. E.. E .. 
Jl lJ + .....1! 
K!. K! .. 
lJ Jl 
p .. is known as the thrust induction factor and is defined as the 
lJ 
thrust developed at end(D due to a unit rotational moment applied at Q) 
with the other end'j'free to rotate (RM .. = 0). p .. is similarly defined. 
~ Jl Jl 
For a symmetrical structure, Eq's. (4-10) become 






= K~J ( 1 + C .. ) = . . lJ 
lJ 
K .. (1 - C .. ) 
lJ lJ 
E .. 
lJ (4- lOa) 
Using the method of moment distribution, the following procedure 
is applied 
1. Determine stiffness constants and thrust induction factors 
2. 
(Eq's. 2-2'3:to 29; 3-4, or 3-7; 4-10). From these'the 
carry-over factors 
c .. = 
lJ 




and the distribution factors 
D .. =~K.i 
' Jl K. 
J 
can be obtained. 
Compute fixed end reactions 
(a) Due to loads (Eq1 s. 2- 30, 31) 
(b) Due to~ (Eq's. 4-... 1 . . 3) 
(c) Due to Ay (Eq's. 4-2, 4) 
3. Using ~oment distribution procedure, calculate 
(a) Final moments due to each unbalanced fixed end 
moment. 
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(b) Rotational moments RM's which are the difference 
between the corresponding fixed end moments and 
final moments. 
4 . Compute the rotational thrusts in terms of rotational 
moments (Eq's. 4-9). 
5. Formulate shear equilibrium equations and solve simul-
taneously for the unknown displacements or their equiva-
lents. 
6. Substitute the computed deformation equivalents into the 
moment distribution tables and compute the final end 
moments, thrusts, and shears. 




5- 1. General 
The method of slope deflection is used as the tool of analysis for 
the numerical example included in Sec. 5-3. A two-span truss frame 
is analyzed by the "exact" slope deflection method presented in this thesis 
and compared with the "approximate" method commonly used, where an 
average column length is assumed. 
5-2. Procedure 
The following procedure is used in the slope deflection analysis. 
1. Determine the elastic constants and load functions 
(Eq's. 2-11. 14, 16, 17, 19 to 22) 
2. From these constants (step 1 ). calculate the stiffness 
constants arid fixed end reactions (Eq's. 2-23 to 31). 
3. Formulate the slope deflection matrix (Eq's. 2-8) for the 
truss and (Eq's. 3-4 or 3-5) for columns depending on the 




Mjo + Moj + 
d BV. . JO 
J 
4. Write a joint moment equilibrium equation for each inde-
pendently rotating joint. 
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5. Write a joint shear equilibrium equation for each inde-
pendently translating joint. 
6. Formulate the equilibrium matrix from steps 4 and 5. 
7. Solve for the unknown de formations, e's and A's. 
8. Substitute these deformations into the slope deflection 
matrix {step 3) and compute the final value of the moments, 
thrusts, and shears. 
9. Check for equilibrium. 
5-3. Numerical Example 
A two-span truss frame with prismatic columns and dimensions 
as shown in Fig. 5-1 is analyzed by the slope deflection method. The 
modulus of elasticity, E, is assumed to be the same for the entire struc-
ture, and the moment 'of inertia for all the columns, I 1 , is considered co. 
to be constant. The analysis is made for a lateral concentrated load of 
10~ •. ~pplied at the top chord. 
4@ 15' = 60 1 4 @ 15' = 60' 
Fig. 5-1 
Two-Span Truss Frame 
The properties of the structure are: 
An = 14. 4 in. 2 = 0. 1 ft. 2 










Due to the fact that the structure is symmetrical and has equal 
number of top and bottom memb.er,s. ha.ving·:the same area and placed 1:1.t 
constant depth apart, it consequently becomes evident that the elastic 
center will fall at mid-span and mid-depth of the truss element. 
A. "Exact" Analysis 
1. Elastic Constants and Load Functions 
The elastic properties of the truss are computed using the 
basic structure (Fig. 5-2). Unit redundants are applied at the elastic 
center. and the results obtained are recorded as shown in Table 5-1. 
Since the structure is symmetrical, only the left half is included in 
Table 5-1. The total elastic constants are obtained by doubling the re-
sults in this table. Also, since there are no intermediate loads on the 
truss. all load functions are zero. 
X =1 ~--:-----,, """"1 . r r-------::....------::.«1' 




/3n n ::\.' a n n 
'I'-> 1 150 -0. 100 +1. 500 -
0 2 150 -0. 100 -
! P> 
B ·1 150 +o. 100 -3.000 
T 2 150 +o. 100 -1. 500 
M 
D 1 180.5 - + 1. 805 
G 2 180.5 - +1. 805 L 
V 1 100 - -1. 000 
T 2 100 - -L 
-
all a22 a33 ~10 
BN 
2 
E(32A1 E 2A1 EBN a A1 "In ·Ea A' n n n n n 'Y n n n n n 
+0.500 - +1. 500 + 337.50 + r 31 , 5 -
+0.500 - +1. 500 - + 37;5 -
+0.500 - +1. 500 +1350.00 + 37.5 -
+0.500 - +1. 500 + 337.50 + 37.5 -
- - - + 583.07 - -
- - - + 583.07 - -
- - - + 100.00 - -
- - - - - -
~ +6.000 +3291. 14 +150.0 -
Table 5-1 
Elastic Constants and Load Functions 
a20 

























For the entire span 
all = + 12.000 
a22 = + 6582.280 
a33 = + 300.000 
I 
a23 = a32 = f) (symmetry) 
al.O = a20 = a30 = o, 
where 
a' = aE 
2. Stiffness Constants and Fixed End Reactions 
Stiffness Constants: from Eq's. 2-23a, 24a 
-2 -2 
K K (+ ~ l + _a, + ~, ) E + 0 3033E 12 = 21 = a 11 a 22 a 33 = • 
-2 1 a2 
= (--,- + -,-
all a22 
-;--- ) E = - 0. 0299E 
a33 
from Eq's. 2-25a 
from Eq's. 2-26a 
= (++) E = + O. 0167E 
a33 
T(x) = - T(x) = 
12 21 
1 
(- -,-) E = - O. 0033E 
a33 
from Eq 's. 2-27a 
Since there is no vertical displacement, the vertical linear stiffness 
constants are not needed. 
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Fixed End Reactions: 
Since all load functions are zero, the fixed end reactions 
are zero. 
3. Slope Deflection Matrix 
Writing Eq. 2-8 for all elements in the structure the following 
matrices are obtained: 
For truss 12 
M 12 +O. 3033 -0. 0299 -0. 0167 El\ 
M 21 -o. 0299 +o. 3033 +o. 0167 Ee2 
H 12 +O. 0 16 7 - 0. O 16 7 - 0. 0 O 3 3 E A2 lx 
H21 -0.0167 +0.0167 +0.0033 
Similarly for truss '23 
M 23 +O. 3033 -0. 0299 -0. 0167 E02 
M 32 -o. 0299 +o. 3033 +o. 0167 Ee3 
H23 +O. 0167 -0. 0167 -0. 0033 EA32x 
H32 -0.0167 +0.0167 +0.0033 
For columns 1o, 20, and 30 
Moment Equations: 
from Eq's. 3-4 
M 10 = +O. 0029 E0 1 - 0. 000217 EAlx 
M 20 = +O. 0029 E02 - 0. 000217 E (Alx + A21x) 
M 30 = · +O. 0029 E03 
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Shear Equations: 
from step 3 
V lO = -. 000217 El\ + . 000025 EAlx 
V 20 = -. 000217 Ee2 + . 000025 E (Alx + A21x) 
V 30 = -. 000217 E83 + . 000025 E (Alx + A21x + A 32x) 
d 
Fig. 5-3 
Free Body Diagram 
From the free body diagrams (Fig. 5-3), joint moment and shear 
equilibrium equations are written. 
4. Joint Moment Equilibrium Equations 
(i) 
(ii) EM 2 = 0 
(iii) EM 3 = 0 
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5. Joint Shear Equilibrium Equations 
(i) EFxl = 0 H12 + V 10 = 10 
(ii) EF = 0 H21 + H23 + v20 = 0 x2 
(iii) EF = 0 H32 + V 30 = 0 x3 
6. Equilibrium Matrix 
Writing the previous equilibrium equations in matrix form, 
the following equilibrium matrix is obtained 
+.306200-.029700 -.000217-.016700 100 
-. 029700+. 609500-. 029900-. 000217+. 016483-. 016700 EB2 
-. 029900+. 306200-. 000217-. 000217+. 016483 Ee 3 
+.016483-.016700 +.000025-.003300 10 
- • O 16700 +. 033180 - . 016700 +. 000025 +. 003325 - . 003300 EA21x 
- . 016700 +. 016483 +. 000025 +. 000025 +. 003325 . EA 32x 
(5-1) 
7. The unknown deformations B's and A's are obtained by means 
of the IBM 650 computer, and the results tabulated in Table 5-2. 
8. The deformations solved for in step 7 are substituted into the 
slope deflection matrix (step 3) and the final value of moments and thrust 
are again tabulated in Table 5-2. 
B "A . t " A 1 . . pprox1ma e na ys1s 
The same problem is solved by the usual "approximate" method 
in which the horizontal thrust is neglected thus eliminating the elastic 
shortening of the truss while the average length of the column is taken 
as d = 25 ft. The following procedure is followed avg. 
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1. Elastic Constants and Load Functions 
These expressions are the same as in Part A, except that 
the influence values for x 3 = 1 are not needed. 
2. Stiffness Constants 
For truss: 
-2 
K .. = K .. = (+ - 1- + -;-) E = +. 2200E 
lJ Jl al 1 a22 
-2 
c .. K .. = c .. K .. = (- _l_ + ~)E = +. 0534E 
lJ lJ Jl Jl a 11 a 22 
The remaining stiffness factors are not required for the approximate 
solution and are thus eliminated. 
3. Slope Deflection Matrix 
For truss 12 and 23 
M12 +.2200 +.0534 
M21 +.0534 +.2200 
M23 +.2200 
M32 +.0534 






M 10 = +. 00386 EB 1 . 00023 EAlx 
M 20 = +. 00386 EB2 . 00023 EAlx 
. M 30 = +. 00386 Ee3 - . 00023 EAlx 
Shear Equations: 
V lO = - • 00023 El\ + . 00002 EA_lx 
V 20 = -. Q0023 EB2 + . 00002 EAlx 
V 30 = -. 00023 EB3 + . 00002 EAlx 
4. Joint Moment Equilibrium Equations 
5. Shear Equilibrium Equations 
EF .= 0 ; 
X V 10 + V 20 + V 30 = lO 
6. Equilibrium Matrix 
+.22386 +.05340 -.00023 EB 1 
+.05340 +.44386 +.05340 -.00023 EB2 
+.05340 +.22386 -.00023 EB3 





7. The unknown deformations B's and A are obtained by means 
of the IBM 650 computer and the results tabulated in Table 5-2. 
8. The deformations solved for in step 7 are substituted into the 
slope deflection matrix (step 3) and the final value of moments and thrusts 
are again tabulated in Table 5-2. 
The final solution of problem by both methods is obtained by in-
verting the equilibrium matrices (Eq 's. 5-1, 2) by the IBM 650 computer, 






' El\ + 424.205 + 392. 098 
E(,2 + 28.523 + 20.043 
Ee 3 + 199.574. + 168.745 
EAlx +135861. 986 +168893.401 
EA21x - 26.554 -
EA32x - 1867.405 -
MlO - 28.252 - 37.332 
M12 + 128.252 + 87.332 
M21 - 4.476 + 25.347 
M20 - 29.393 - 38.768 
M23 + 33.869 +· 13.420 
M32 + 28.492 + 38. 194 
M30 - 28.492 - 38. 194 
Mol - 38.649 - 38.089 
Mo2 - 39.215 - 38.807 
¥03 - 38.427 - 38.520 
H12=-H21 + 6.696 + 6.983 
H23=-H32 + 3.306 + 3.069 
Table 5-2 
Comparison of Results 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONGLUSION 
6- 1. Summary 
The "exact~' application of the slope deflection method of analysis 
i 
of truss frames is outlined in the previous chapters_. Linear qeformations 
are referred to the bottom chord of the truss,element, and the angular 
deformation is defined as the rotation of the line connecting the bottom 
and top joints of the truss ends. Because of the simplifications associated 
with the application of redundants at the "elastic center", the elastic 
center approach is taken in dertving deformation equations for the end 
moments and thrusts. The redundants are evaluated at the elastic center 
and then transferred to the end~, thus formulating the desired slope de-
flection equations. All elastic constants and load functions,. and stiffness 
constants and fixed end reactions are defined and illustrated. 
In order to achieve compatibility at the connection of the truss to 
the column, it was necessary to modify the deformation equations for the 
column, defining the deformations of the column in the same terms as 
those for the truss. The application of the moment distribution method 
of solution and the respec::tive steps to be followed was then outlined and 
explained. 
The theory presented in this thesis is illustrated by a numerical 
example solved by the slope deflection equations presented in this thesis 
and by the approximate method of analysis in which the elastic shortening 
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and the corresponding thrust acting on the bottom chord of the truss are 
both neglected, while the effective length of the column is taken as the 
length to the mid-depth of the truss for each column. 
6-2. Conclusions 
The application of the "exact" slope deflection method presented 
in this thesis yields the same number of deformation equations for a truss 
of bent or curved shape as the "approximate" method. For the special 
case of a straight truss, the exact method yields one additional simul-
taneous equation for each span (Sec. 5- 3 ). The formulation of the exact 
deformation equations is not more difficult than the approximate equa-
tions, and if computing facilities are available the additional equations 
for the case of straight trusses is of no consequence. 
It is observed in the comparison of results in the numerical 
example (Table 5-2), that for this special case a significant difference 
exists between the exact and the approximate results. From this, it is 
concluded that the approximate method should be applied with caution, 
and only when the analyst has evidence as to the expected accuracy. 
Further study is needed to determine the limitations within which the 
approximate method might give good res.ults. In the meantime it is sug-
gested that the exact method presented in this thesis be used. 
6-3. Extension 
Having obtained an exact solution by the method of slope deflec-
tion or moment distribution for continuous truss frames of one story, 
the next logical step seems to be to extend the material presented in this 
thesis to continuous truss frames of more than one story. 
The problem would consist primarily of modifying the deformation 
equations for the columns to obtain compatibility at the truss-column con-
nections at each story. 
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